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What do we (not) see?

WHO didn’t build a solid reputation
Global institutions need a solid trust base. Without it, their decisions and recommendations will not be
followed. One of the reasons why US president Donald Trump felt secure in deciding to no longer pay
the WHO membership fee was the fact that WHO never built a solid reputational position to weather
attacks of this nature. Within the UN agencies, it was not amongst those with a high and ongoing
media presence. This would have ensured that decision makers and the general public in a majority of
the 200 countries would have felt well-informed about what WHO is and what it is doing. Now, in the
heat of COVID-19, reporting on WHO on global TV prime time news provides little background on how
WHO operates and why citizens can trust their health organization.
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Rehabilitation needed
In Wuhan, investigators found more than one-third of survivors to have severe neurological
complications. Such findings are not surprising – in patients with sepsis, a condition which claims an
estimated 11 million lives every year globally and which has similar inflammatory causation, JAMA
reported in 2018 that half of survivors have either been re-admitted, died, or have persistent severe
impairment at one year following discharge. Complications are physical, psychological, and cognitive,
with between 17 and 34% of survivors suffering PTSD at one year and only 57% of survivors of working
age back at work at one year. The humanitarian and economic burden of COVID-19 are intrinsically
interlinked. Without effective rehabilitation, a majority of survivors of hospital episodes will not return to
productive function for at least 12 months. There is a real and urgent need to deliver rehabilitation to
these patients in a manner which is scalable, sustainable, and which translates to resource-
poor environments. This effort requires international coordination, and should be led by third sector
expertise working hand-in-hand with professional societies. Dr Ron Daniels

Beyond the negative impact of a traditional economic
downturn, COVID-19 presents additional challenges—
fear from the virus itself, collective grief, prolonged
physical distancing and associated social isolation—that
will compound the impact on our collective psyche. As
noted by the McKinsey Global Institute in Safeguarding
Lives and Livelihoods, “Daily reports of increasing
infections and deaths across the world raise our anxiety
and, in cases of personal loss, plug us into grief.” A
McKinsey national consumer survey (March 27–29) illus-
trates this widespread distress, exacerbated even further
among those whose jobs have been adversely affected
(Exhibit). Since then, job losses in the US rose above 40
million as of the end of May 2020.
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https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamaneurology/article-abstract/2764549
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5839473/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0163834316301189
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1399-6576.2009.01921.x
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/safeguarding-our-lives-and-our-livelihoods-the-imperative-of-our-time
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/healthcare-systems-and-services/our-insights/helping-us-healthcare-stakeholders-understand-the-human-side-of-the-covid-19-crisis


Judging for the future

The COVID-19 pandemic shows two main
cultural patterns of reaction: cultures of
discipline and cultures of freedom. In a
nutshell and simplified: Countries like China,
South Korea, and Taiwan with high levels of
discipline and obedience to state authorities
have much lower numbers of infections and
deaths than countries with cultures of
individual freedom, mistrust in governments,
or populist governments. These have high or
even exploding numbers of infections and
deaths. This difference depends less on the
state form – South Korea is a multiparty
democracy, China is a one-party republic –
than on the government strategy and trust of
the population in it.

Most catastrophic are populist governments
like US and Brazil which deal with the
pandemic as platform for their own political
(election) interests instead of caring with all
energy for the people. The conclusions are
that cultures with high individual freedom
need more discipline and self-leadership in
the pandemic. Cultures with high levels of
discipline can trust that some more guided
freedom works. In all cases populist
governments showed their brutality. They do
not care for their people as they claim, but
they unnecessarily sacrifice lives or their
population by their negligence and
politicizing of the pandemic for their own
interests. This is ethically irresponsible.

Prof. Dr. Christoph Stückelberger, Geneva

It took weeks until media were willing to report not
only the number of people sickened by COVID-19 as
well as those that die, but also on the large majority
of those recovered from the novel coronavirus.
But are those who are usually coloured in green
enjoying their lives after being declared healthy
again? The graph to the right gives a first indicator
that “green” does not automatically ensuring the life
they used to live before they got sick. 43% are no
longer in hospitals but still unable to go back to
work. The media now focuses on regions like
LATAM, US, or Russia with less solid social care,
making clear the full price coronavirus victims pay.

Judging from the past

While airlines make headlines as governments go
the extra mile (with enormous amounts of tax-
payer money) to ensure that the damage caused
by lockdowns is not leading to insolvency for
these stock-listed corporates, thousands of social
entrepreneurs, with operations like youth
hostels, public private partnerships, and
foundations are filing for bankruptcy as nobody is
making sure that their voices get heard.

“When market distortions occur, we fall through
the cracks. Corona provides cruel evidence: in the
end, we will no longer be able to be social, as we
will have to dismiss all our employees, and we
will be unable to continue our educational
mandate. Neither will we be able to continue as
entrepreneurs, as it is a huge challenge to assert
ourselves on the market even under normal
conditions. Reserve assets or equity capital are a
pious hope, which cannot be realized even after
years of successful social operating. What we
were proud of – fulfilling an important social
mission in Germany and worldwide independent
of external help – is now falling apart. The gap
that we have been able to close now is growing
into a gaping abyss. And we are falling through
this abyss.” https://twentythirty.com/social-
entrepreneurs-are-sea-lions-andreas-heinecke-
dialogue-dark/

Prof. Andreas Heinecke, Ashoka fellow, and serial
social entrepreneur

Small and medium sized entrepreneurs feel the
same. While governments in Europe like Italy or
Austria announced almost as they declared the
lockdown that they would “support” SMEs, the
amount who still remain waiting to receive first
funds is increasing week by week.

How to judge?
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What can we do this week? 3 Suggestions

Together we can set strong signals for perspectives. In our diverse
world population we can set the course for greater creativity,
collaboration, shared stories, and thus more sustainable resilience.
One way to do this is through interdisciplinary support through
STEAM education (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Math,
or even: Music and Math). And let’s extend this concept more
often to our professional lives, possibly calling it TEAMS. We are
already seeing an unprecedented increase in problem-solving
thinking across generations, systems, countries, and continents
through our current collective Coronavirus experiences. It is a
shared story in which we are working to rise from the ashes like
the phoenix. Visionaries, thinkers, future shapers -- isn't it amazing
how we can change the world if we join forces? Miriam Burger,
MD, Cert GHD

Why focus only on vaccines? 
Most people can deal with viruses in a natural way; senior citizens are more at risk. Infectiologists
distinguish between infection and disease. Numerous experiments show that the majority of people do
not fall ill from viruses. A healthy immune system fends them off even before they enter the body and
there are no symptoms of illness. In most cases, no antibody formation is necessary. Every organism is
unique and reacts differently. It is questionable to talk about a single therapy for all people. Why is
vaccination the only remedy, but not the strengthening of the immune system? In the search for vaccines,
people are chasing viral mutations. Serious long-term tests (from 5 years) can prove whether a vaccination
has an effect on the specific virus. All ingredients of a vaccine, including the often highly toxic
microquantities, must be disclosed. It remains unclear how a body reacts to an RNA injection (foreign
genetic material), how it processes this shock, whether it receives misinformation with the foreign RNA
and thus forms false antibodies that are directed against its own tissue or lead to serious diseases. The
reaction can be devastating, especially for seniors with weak immune systems. Nature is extremely
intelligent and provides antiviral medicinal plants. Animals instinctively feed on them and become healthy.
Scientific studies (e.g. Helmholtz Institute Munich 2016), prove that strong plant phenols protect against
viruses, such as Cistus incanus (cistus) (https://www.helmholtz-
muenchen.de/aktuelles/uebersicht/pressemitteilungnews/article/32074/index.html) Fresh tea herb or
lozenges form a protective film on the mucous membrane and viruses cannot dock. The WHO had
published that high doses of vitamin A for measles is highly effective. According to Theraklinik Berlin, it is
generally antiviral and used to cure a COVID-19 infection. Many studies show that 3g of vitamin C per day
helps to fight infections and accelerate healing.
(https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/02/24/iv-vitamin-c.aspx). Marina Baaden

Resilience in time of COVID-19

"People call that burnout. It's not a burnout; it's a deep moral violation that people experience." (- Ana
Delgado, nurse, midwife and clinical professor). We humans live on stories. We need stories that are passed
on transgenerationally and which fill us with pride, meaning, perspectives, and spark our
intelligence. With the rediscovery of mythologies and folk tales, Joseph Campbell, therefore, created
(among other things) the phenomenon of the "hero's journey." Stories usually bring us closer to lived
experience and inspiration through books and media and bring the human spirit to life. They remind us of
our ability to adapt and our resilience to overcome dramatic challenges. Now we are experiencing up
close and collectively one of these heroic journeys, through the novel coronavirus.
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